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Abstract. For a version of Newton’s method applied to a generalized equation with a parameter,
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1. Introduction. According to the Banach open mapping principle, the surjec-
tivity of a linear and bounded mapping A, acting from a Banach space X to another
Banach space Y , not only means that for any y ∈ Y there exists x with Ax = y
but is actually equivalent to the existence of a positive constant κ such that for any
(x, y) ∈ X × Y , the distance from x to the set of solutions x′ of Ax′ = y is bounded
by κ times the “residual” ‖y−Ax‖. If d(x,C) denotes the distance from a point x to
a set C, the latter condition can be written as

d(x,A−1(y)) ≤ κ‖y −Ax‖ for all (x, y) ∈ X × Y, (1.1)

and describes a property of A known as metric regularity. Graves [8] extended the
Banach open mapping principle to continuous functions that have surjective “approx-
imate derivatives.” Specifically, let f : X → Y be a function that is continuous in a
neighborhood of a point x̄, let A : X → Y be a linear continuous mapping which is
surjective and let κ be the constant in the Banach open mapping theorem associated
with A. Let the difference f −A be Lipschitz continuous in a neighborhood of x̄ with
Lipschitz constant µ such that κµ < 1. Then a slight extension in the original proof
of Graves, see e.g. [7], p. 276, gives us the same property as in (1.1) but now localized
around the reference point:

d(x, f−1(y)) ≤ κ

1− κµ
‖y − f(x)‖ for all (x, y) near (x̄, f(x̄)).

Much earlier than Graves, Lyusternik [13] obtained the form of the tangent mani-
fold to the kernel of a function, which was a stepping stone for A. A. Milyutin and
his disciples [1] to develop far reaching extensions of the theorems of Lyusternik and
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Graves. One should note that both Lyusternik and Graves, as well as Milyutin et
al., used in their proofs iterative schemes that resemble the Picard iteration or, even
more directly, the Newton method. Modern versions of the theorems of Lyusternik
and Graves are commonly called Lyusternik-Graves theorems. In Section 2 of this
paper we present a Lyusternik-Graves theorem (Theorem 2.1) for a set-valued map-
ping perturbed by a function with a “sufficiently small” Lipschitz constant. Various
theorems of this kind, as well as other recent developments centered around regularity
properties of set-valued mappings and their role in optimization and beyond can be
found in the papers [2], [9], [11], and in particular in the recent book [7].

In Section 3 we introduce Newton’s method and discuss its convergence under
metric regularity, in particular establishing estimates for the convergence parameters.

The main result of this paper, presented in Section 4 as Theorem 4.2, is a
Lyusternik-Graves type theorem about sequences generated by the Newton method
applied to a generalized equation. Instead of considering a mapping and a pertur-
bation of it, we study a generalized equation and its solution mapping, and also two
related “approximations”: one being a linearization of the mapping associated with
the equations and the other acting from the pair “parameter – starting point” to the
set of all convergent Newton’s sequences starting from that point and associated with
that parameter. In our main result we show that these two mappings obey the gen-
eral paradigm of the Lyusternik-Graves theorem; namely, if the linearized equation
mapping is metrically regular, then the mapping associated with Newton’s sequences
has the Aubin property. Under an additional condition of the so-called ample param-
eterization, the converse implication holds as well.

For illustration of our main result, consider solving a system of inequalities and
equalities describing the feasibility problem:

g(x) ≤ p,
h(x) = q,

(1.2)

where p ∈ Rm and q ∈ Rk are parameters and g : Rn → Rm and h : Rn → Rk
are continuously differentiable functions. System (1.2) can be put in the form of the
generalized equation

y ∈ f(x) + F, where y =
(
p
q

)
, f =

(
g
h

)
and F =

(
Rm+
0

)
. (1.3)

It is well known that metric regularity of the mapping f+F at, say, x̄ for 0 is equivalent
to the standard Mangasarian-Fromovitz condition at x̄, see e.g. [7], Example 4D.3.
Now, let us apply to (1.3) the Newton method described in Section 3 of this paper,
namely

y ∈ f(xk) +Df(xk)(xk+1 − xk) + F,

which consists of solving at each iteration a system of affine inequalities and equalities.
The main result in this paper given in Theorem 4.2 and, in particular, Corollary 4.3
yields that the Mangasarian-Fromovitz condition for (1.2) at x̄ is equivalent to the
following property of the set of sequences generated by the Newton method: when y
is close to zero and the starting point x0 is close to the solution x̄, then the set of
convergent sequences is nonempty; moreover, for every y, y′ close to 0 and for every
convergent sequence ξ for y there exists a convergent sequence ξ′ for y′ such that the
l∞ distance between ξ and ξ′ is bounded by a constant times ‖y− y′‖. This property
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of a set-valued mapping is known as Aubin continuity, which is a local version of the
usual Lipschitz continuity with respect to the Pompeiu-Hausdorff distance. Thus, the
Mangasarian-Fromovitz condition gives us not only convergence but also a kind of
quantitative stability of the set of Newton sequences with respect to perturbations,
and that’s all we can get from this condition. In Section 5 we present much more
elaborate applications of our result to an inexact version of Newton’s method and to
discretized optimal control.

This paper extends to a much broader framework the previous paper [6], see
also [7], Section 6C, where Newton’s iteration for a generalized equation is considered
under strong metric regularity and corresponding “sequential implicit function theo-
rems” are established. Recall that a mapping is strongly regular, a concept coined
by S. M. Robinson [14], when it is metrically regular and its inverse has a Lipschitz
continuous single-valued localization around the reference point. Under strong met-
ric regularity, for each starting point close to a solution there is a unique Newton’s
sequence, which is then automatically convergent. This is not the case when the
mapping at hand is merely metrically regular, where we have to deal with a set of
sequences. In particular, the result in [6] cannot be applied to the feasibility prob-
lem (1.2). In order to deal with the sets of sequences, in the proof of our main result
we use a technique based on “gluing” sequences each to other to construct a New-
ton sequence which is not only at the desired distance from the assumed one but is
also convergent. At the end of the paper we derive from our Theorem 4.2 a stronger
version of the main result in [6].

In the rest of this introductory section we first fix the notation and terminology.
In what follows P , X and Y are Banach spaces. The notation f : X → Y means
that f is a function while F : X ⇒ Y is a general mapping where the double arrow
indicates that F may be set-valued. The graph of F is the set gphF =

{
(x, y) ∈

X × Y
∣∣ y ∈ F (x)

}
, and the inverse of F is the mapping F−1 : Y ⇒ X defined by

F−1(y) =
{
x
∣∣ y ∈ F (x)

}
. All norms are denoted by ‖ · ‖. The closed ball centered

at x with radius r is denoted by IBr(x), and the closed unit ball is IB. The distance
from a point x to a set C is defined as d(x,C) = infy∈C d(x, y), while the excess from
a set A to a set B is the quantity e(A,B) = supx∈A d(x,B).

Definition 1.1 (metric regularity). A mapping F : X ⇒ Y is said to be met-
rically regular at x̄ for ȳ when ȳ ∈ F (x̄) and there is a constant κ ≥ 0 together with
neighborhoods U of x̄ and V of ȳ such that

d(x, F−1(y)) ≤ κd(y, F (x)) for all (x, y) ∈ U × V.

The infimum of κ over all such combinations of κ, U and V is called the regularity
modulus for F at x̄ for ȳ and denoted by reg(F ; x̄ | ȳ). The absence of metric regularity
is signaled by reg(F ; x̄ | ȳ) = ∞. Thus, when we write that the modulus of metric
regularity of a mapping is finite, e.g., less than a constant, we mean that the associate
mapping is metrically regular.

When A : X → Y is a linear and bounded mapping, one has that A is metrically
regular at every point x ∈ X if and only if A is surjective; this is the Banach open
mapping theorem. In this case the regularity modulus at any point is equal to the
inner norm of the inverse of A, that is, regA = ‖A−1‖− = supy∈IB d(0, A−1(y)).

Metric regularity of a mapping can be characterized by other properties; here
we need the equivalence of metric regularity of a mapping with the so-called Aubin
property of the inverse of this mapping.

Definition 1.2 (Aubin property). A mapping H : Y ⇒ X is said to have
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the Aubin property at ȳ for x̄ if x̄ ∈ H(ȳ) and there exist a nonnegative constant κ
together with neighborhoods U of x̄ and V of ȳ such that

e(H(y) ∩ U,H(y′)) ≤ κ‖y − y′‖ for all y, y′ ∈ V.

The infimum of κ over all such combinations of κ, U and V is called the Lipschitz
modulus of H at ȳ for x̄ and denoted by lip(H; ȳ | x̄). The absence of this property is
signaled by lip(H; ȳ | x̄) =∞.

Additionally, a mapping H : P×Y ⇒ X is said to have the partial Aubin property
with respect to p uniformly in y at (p̄, ȳ) for x̄ if x̄ ∈ H(p̄, ȳ) and there is a nonnegative
constant κ together with neighborhoods Q for p̄, U of x̄ and V of ȳ such that

e(H(p, y) ∩ U,H(p′, y)) ≤ κ‖p− p′‖ for all p, p′ ∈ Q and y ∈ V.

The infimum of κ over all such combinations of κ, Q, U and V is called the partial
Lipschitz modulus of H with respect to p uniformly in y at (p̄, ȳ) for x̄ and denoted by
l̂ipp(H; (p̄, ȳ) | x̄). The absence of this property is signaled by l̂ipp(H; (p̄, ȳ) | x̄) = ∞.
It is now well known, see e.g. [7], Section 3E, that a mapping F : X ⇒ Y is metrically
regular at x̄ for ȳ if and only if its inverse F−1 has the Aubin property at ȳ for x̄, and
moreover, lip(F−1; ȳ | x̄) = reg(F ; x̄ | ȳ).

We recall next quantitative measures for Lipschitz continuity and partial Lipschitz
continuity in a neighborhood, both of which will play an essential role in the paper.
A function f : X → Y is said to be Lipschitz continuous relative to a set D, or on
a set D, if D ⊂ dom f and there exists a constant κ ≥ 0 (a Lipschitz constant) such
that

‖f(x′)− f(x)‖ ≤ κ‖x′ − x‖ for all x′, x ∈ D. (1.4)

It is said to be Lipschitz continuous around x̄ when this holds for some neighborhood
D of x̄. The Lipschitz modulus of f at x̄, denoted lip(f ; x̄), is the infimum of the
set of values of κ for which there exists a neighborhood D of x̄ such that (1.4) holds.
Equivalently,

lip(f ; x̄) := lim sup
x′,x→x̄,

x 6=x′

‖f(x′)− f(x)‖
‖x′ − x‖

.

Further, a function f : P ×X → Y is said to be Lipschitz continuous with respect to
x uniformly in p around (p̄, x̄) ∈ int dom f when there are neighborhoods Q of p̄ and
U of x̄ along with a constant κ and such that

‖f(p, x)− f(p, x′)‖ ≤ κ‖x− x′‖ for all x, x′ ∈ U and p ∈ Q.

Accordingly, the partial uniform Lipschitz modulus has the form

l̂ipx(f ; (p̄, x̄)) := lim sup
x,x′→x̄,p→p̄,

x6=x′

‖f(p, x′)− f(p, x)‖
‖x′ − x‖

.

The definitions of metric regularity and the Lipschitz moduli can be extended in
an obvious way to mappings acting in metric spaces.
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2. Parametric Lyusternik-Graves Theorems. Our first result is a Lyuster-
nik-Graves theorem involving a general set-valued mapping perturbed by a function
which in turn depends on a parameter. It generalizes Theorem 5E.1 in [7], p. 280,
in that the function now depends on a parameter and shows more transparently the
interplay among constants and neighborhoods.

Theorem 2.1 (parametric Lyusternik-Graves). Consider a mapping F : X ⇒
Y and any (x̄, ȳ) ∈ gphF at which gphF is locally closed (which means that the
intersection of gphF with a closed ball around (x̄, ȳ) is closed). Consider also a
function g : P ×X → Y and suppose that there exist nonnegative constants κ and µ
such that

reg(F ; x̄ | ȳ) ≤ κ, l̂ipx(g; (q̄, x̄)) ≤ µ and κµ < 1. (2.1)

Then for every κ′ > κ/(1−κµ) there exist neighborhoods Q′ of q̄, U ′ of x̄ and V ′ of ȳ
such that for each q ∈ Q′ the mapping g(q, ·) +F (·) is metrically regular in x at x̄ for
g(q, x̄) + ȳ with constant κ′ and neighborhoods U ′ of x̄ and g(q, x̄) +V ′ of g(q, x̄) + ȳ.

An important element in this statement is that the regularity constant and neigh-
borhoods of metric regularity of the perturbed mapping F + g depend only on the
regularity modulus of the underlying mapping F and the Lipschitz modulus of the
perturbation function g, but not on the value of the parameter q in a neighborhood of
the reference point q̄. We will utilize this observation in the proof of our main result
stated in Theorem 4.2. This result can be stated and proved with minor changes in
notation only for the case when P is a metric space, X is a complete metric space and
Y is a linear space equipped with a shift-invariant metric, as in Theorem 5E.1 in [7].

The proof of Theorem 2.1 we present below uses the contracting mapping theorem
given next, similar to the second proof of Theorem 5E.1 in [7], but it is different from
it in that it deals directly with metric regularity and in such a way it keeps track of
the dependence of the constants and the neighborhoods.

Theorem 2.2 ([4], a contraction mapping principle for set-valued mappings).
Let (X, ρ) be a complete metric space, and consider a set-valued mapping Φ : X ⇒ X,
a point x̄ ∈ X, and positive scalars a and θ be such that θ < 1, the set gph Φ ∩
(IBa(x̄)× IBa(x̄)) is closed and the following conditions hold:

(i) d(x̄,Φ(x̄)) < a(1− θ);
(ii) e(Φ(u) ∩ IBa(x̄),Φ(v)) ≤ θρ(u, v) for all u, v ∈ IBa(x̄).

Then there exists x ∈ IBa(x̄) such that x ∈ Φ(x).
Proof. [Proof of Theorem 2.1] Pick the constants κ and µ as in (2.1) and then

any κ′ > κ/(1− κµ). Let λ > κ and ν > µ be such that λν < 1 and λ/(1− λν) < κ′.
Then there exist positive constants a and b such that

d(x, F−1(y)) ≤ λd(y, F (x)) for all (x, y) ∈ IBa(x̄)× IBb(ȳ). (2.2)

Adjust a and b if necessary so that

the set gphF ∩ (IBa(x̄)× IBb(ȳ)) is closed. (2.3)

Then choose c > 0 and make a smaller if necessary such that

‖g(q, x′)− g(q, x)‖ ≤ ν‖x− x′‖ for all x, x′ ∈ IBa(x̄) and q ∈ IBc(q̄). (2.4)

Choose positive constants α and β such that

α+ 5κ′β ≤ a, α ≤ 2κ′β, να+ 4β ≤ b and ν(α+ 5κ′β) + β ≤ b. (2.5)
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Pick q ∈ IBc(q̄) and then x ∈ IBα(x̄) and y ∈ IBβ(g(q, x̄) + ȳ). We will first prove
that for every y′ ∈ (g(q, x) + F (x)) ∩ IB4β(g(q, x̄) + ȳ)

d(x, (g(q, ·) + F (·))−1(y)) ≤ κ′‖y − y′‖. (2.6)

Choose any y′ ∈ (g(q, x) + F (x)) ∩ IB4β(g(q, x̄) + ȳ). If y = y′ then x ∈ (g(q, ·) +
F (·))−1(y) and (2.6) holds since both the left side and the right side are zero. Suppose
y′ 6= y and consider the mapping

Φ : x 7→ F−1(−g(q, x) + y) for x ∈ IBα(x̄).

We will now prove that the mapping Φ has a fixed point in the set IBr(x) centered at
x with radius r := κ′‖y − y′‖. Using (2.4) and (2.5), we have

‖ − g(q, x) + y′ − ȳ‖ ≤ ‖ − g(q, x) + g(q, x̄)‖+ ‖y′ − ȳ − g(q, x̄)‖ ≤ να+ 4β ≤ b.

The same estimate holds of course with y′ replaced by y because y was chosen in
IBβ(g(q, x̄) + ȳ). Hence, both −g(q, x) + y′ and −g(q, x) + y are in IBb(ȳ). We will
now show that the set gph Φ ∩ (IBr(x)× IBr(x)) is closed.

Let (xn, zn) ∈ gph Φ ∩ (IBr(x) × IBr(x)) and (xn, zn) → (x̃, z̃). Then one has
(zn,−g(q, xn) + y) ∈ gphF and also, from (2.5),

‖zn − x̄‖ ≤ ‖zn − x‖+ ‖x− x̄‖ ≤ r + α = κ′‖y − y′‖+ α ≤ 5κ′β + α ≤ a

and

‖ − g(q, xn) + y − ȳ‖ ≤ ‖ − g(q, xn) + g(q, x̄)‖+ ‖y − ȳ − g(q, x̄)‖
≤ ν‖xn − x̄‖+ β ≤ ν(‖xn − x‖+ ‖x− x̄‖) + β

≤ ν(r + α) + β ≤ ν(5κ′β + α) + β ≤ b.

Thus (zn,−g(q, xn) + y) ∈ gphF ∩ (IBa(x̄) × IBb(ȳ)) which is closed by (2.3). Note
that r ≤ κ′(4β+ β) and hence, from the first relation in (2.5), IBr(x) ⊂ IBa(x̄). Since
g(q, ·) is continuous in IBa(x̄) (even Lipschitz, from (2.4)) and xn ∈ IBr(x) ⊂ IBa(x̄),
we get that (z̃,−g(q, x̃) + y) ∈ gphF ∩ (IBr(x)× IBb(ȳ)), which in turn yields (x̃, z̃) ∈
gph Φ ∩ (IBr(x)× IBr(x)). Hence the set gph Φ ∩ (IBr(x)× IBr(x)) is closed.

Since x ∈ (g(q, ·) + F (·))−1(y′) ∩ IBa(x̄), utilizing the metric regularity of F we
obtain

d(x,Φ(x)) = d(x, F−1(−g(q, x) + y)) ≤ λd(−g(q, x) + y, F (x))
≤ λ‖ − g(q, x) + y − (y′ − g(q, x))‖ = λ‖y − y′‖
< κ′‖y − y′‖(1− λν) = r(1− λν).

Then (2.2), combined with (2.4) and the observation above that IBr(x) ⊂ IBa(x̄),
implies that for any u, v ∈ IBr(x),

e(Φ(u) ∩ IBr(x),Φ(v)) ≤ sup
z∈F−1(−g(q,u)+y)∩IBa(x̄)

d(z, F−1(−g(q, v) + y))

≤ sup
z∈F−1(−g(q,u)+y)∩IBa(x̄)

λd(−g(q, v) + y, F (z))

≤ λ‖ − g(q, u) + g(q, v)‖ ≤ λν‖u− v‖.

Theorem 2.2 then yields the existence of a point x̂ ∈ Φ(x̂) ∩ IBr(x); that is,

y ∈ g(q, x̂) + F (x̂) and ‖x̂− x‖ ≤ κ′‖y − y′‖.
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Thus, since x̂ ∈ (g(q, ·) + F (·))−1(y) we obtain (2.6).
Now we will prove the inequality

d(x, (g(q, ·) + F (·))−1(y)) ≤ κ′d(y, g(q, x) + F (x)) (2.7)

which gives us the desired property of g + F . First, note that if g(q, x) + F (x) = ∅
the right side of (2.7) is +∞ and we are done. Let ε > 0 and w ∈ g(q, x) + F (x) be
such that

‖w − y‖ ≤ d(y, g(q, x) + F (x)) + ε.

If w ∈ IB4β(g(q, x̄) + ȳ) then from (2.6) we have that

d(x, (g(q, ·) + F (·))−1(y)) ≤ κ′‖y − w‖ ≤ κ′(d(y, g(q, x) + F (x)) + ε) (2.8)

and since the left side of this inequality does not depend on ε, we obtain the desired
inequality (2.7). If w /∈ IB4β(g(q, x̄) + ȳ) then

‖w − y‖ ≥ ‖w − g(q, x̄)− ȳ‖ − ‖y − g(q, x̄)− ȳ‖ ≥ 3β.

On the other hand, from (2.6) and then (2.5),

e(IBα(x̄), (g(q, ·) + F (·))−1(y)) ≤ α+ d(x̄, (g(q, ·) + F (·))−1(y))
≤ α+ κ′‖ȳ + g(q, x̄)− y‖ ≤ 3κ′β.

Since x ∈ IBα(x̄), we obtain

d(x, (g(q, ·) + F (·))−1(y)) ≤ e(IBα(x̄), (g(q, ·) + F (·))−1(y))
≤ 3κ′β ≤ κ′‖w − y‖ ≤ κ′(d(y, g(q, x) + F (x)) + ε).

This again implies (2.7) and we are done.
The theorem we state next concerns generalized equations of the form

f(p, x) + F (x) 3 0, (2.9)

for a function f : P ×X → Y and a mapping F : X ⇒ Y, where we solve (2.9) with
respect to the variable x for a given value of p which plays the role of a parameter.
The solution mapping associated with the generalized equation (2.9) is the potentially
set-valued mapping S : P ⇒ X defined by

S : p 7→
{
x
∣∣ f(p, x) + F (x) 3 0

}
. (2.10)

The following result is given in [7, Theorem 3F.9] in finite dimensions but with a
proof whose extension to Banach spaces needs only minor adjustments in notation,
see also [7, Theorem 5E.4]. Recall that a function f : X → Y is said to be strictly
differentiable at x̄ when there exists a linear continuous mapping Df(x̄), the strict
derivative of f at x̄, such that lip(f −Df(x̄); x̄) = 0.

Theorem 2.3 (implicit mapping theorem with metric regularity). Consider the
generalized equation (2.9) with solution mapping S in (2.10) and a point (p̄, x̄) with
x̄ ∈ S(p̄). Suppose that f is strictly differentiable at (p̄, x̄) with strict partial derivatives
denoted by Dxf(p̄, x̄) and Dpf(p̄, x̄) and that gphF is locally closed at (x̄,−f(p̄, x̄)).
If the mapping

x 7→ G(x) := f(p̄, x̄) +Dxf(p̄, x̄)(x− x̄) + F (x) (2.11)
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is metrically regular at x̄ for 0, then S has the Aubin property at p̄ for x̄ with

lip(S; p̄ | x̄) ≤ reg(G; x̄ |0) · ‖Dpf(p̄, x̄)‖.

Furthermore, when f satisfies the ample parameterization condition:

the mapping Dpf(p̄, x̄) is surjective, (2.12)

then the converse implication holds as well: the mapping G is metrically regular at x̄
for 0 provided that S has the Aubin property at p̄ for x̄, having

reg(G; x̄ |0) ≤ lip(S; p̄ | x̄) · ‖Dpf(p̄, x̄)−1‖−.

The above results yield the following important corollary which is closer to the
original formulations of the theorems of Lyusternik and Graves.

Corollary 2.4 (Lyusternik-Graves for linearization). Consider the mapping
f+F and a point (ȳ, x̄) with ȳ ∈ f(x̄)+F (x̄) and suppose that f is strictly differentiable
at x̄ and that gphF is locally closed at (x̄, ȳ − f(x̄)). Then the mapping f + F is
metrically regular at x̄ for ȳ if and only if the linearized mapping x 7→ G(x) :=
f(x̄) +Df(x̄)(x− x̄) + F (x) is metrically regular at x̄ for ȳ.

Proof. It is enough to observe that in the case the ample parameterization con-
dition (2.12) holds automatically and that f + F and G can exchange places.

3. Newton’s method under metric regularity. In this and the following
sections we consider the generalized equation (2.9) on the following standing assump-
tions:

Standing assumptions: For a given reference value p̄ of the parameter the gen-
eralized equation (2.9) has a solution x̄. The function f is continuously differentiable
in a neighborhood of (p̄, x̄) with strict partial derivatives denoted by Dxf(p̄, x̄) and
Dpf(p̄, x̄) such that

lip(Dxf ; (p̄, x̄)) <∞, (3.1)

and the mapping F has closed graph.
The standing assumptions are used in full strength in the main result established

in Theorem 4.2 but some of them are not necessary in the preliminary results; to
simplify the expositions we put aside these technical nuances.

We study the following version of Newton’s method for solving (2.9):

f(p, xk) +Dxf(p, xk)(xk+1 − xk) + F (xk+1) 3 0, for k = 0, 1, . . . , (3.2)

with a given starting point x0. If F is the zero mapping, (3.2) is the standard Newton’s
method for solving the equation f(p, x) = 0 with respect to x. In the case when F is
the normal cone mapping appearing in the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality system for
a nonlinear programming problem, the method (3.2) becomes the popular sequential
quadratic programming method.

In our further analysis we employ the following corollary of Theorem 2.1:
Corollary 3.1. Consider the parameterized form of the mapping G given by

X 3 x 7→ Gp,u(x) = f(p, u) +Dxf(p, u)(x− u) + F (x), for p ∈ P, u ∈ X. (3.3)
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and suppose that the mapping G defined in (2.11) is metrically regular at x̄ for 0.
Then for every λ > reg(G; x̄ |0) there exist positive numbers a, b and c such that

d(x, G−1
p,u(y)) ≤ λd(y,Gp,u(x)) for every u, x ∈ IBa(x̄), y ∈ IBb(0), p ∈ IBc(p̄).

Proof. We apply Theorem 2.1 with the following specifications: F (x) = G(x),
ȳ = 0, q = (p, u), q̄ = (p̄, x̄), and

g(q, x) = f(p, u) +Dxf(p, u)(x− u)− f(p̄, x̄)−Dxf(p̄, x̄)(x− x̄).

Let λ > κ ≥ reg(G; x̄ |0). Pick any µ > 0 such that µκ < 1 and λ > κ/(1− κµ). The
standing assumptions yield that there exist positive constants L, α and β such that

‖f(p, x)− f(p′, x)‖ ≤ L‖p− p′‖ for every p, p′ ∈ IBβ(p̄), x ∈ IBα(x̄), (3.4)

‖Dxf(p, x)−Dxf(p, x′)‖ ≤ L‖x− x′‖ for every x, x′ ∈ IBα(x̄), p ∈ IBβ(p̄), (3.5)

and

‖Dxf(p, u)−Dxf(p̄, x̄)‖ ≤ µ for every p ∈ IBβ(p̄), u ∈ IBα(x̄). (3.6)

Observe that for any x, x′ ∈ X and any q = (p, u) ∈ IBβ(p̄)× IBα(x̄), from (3.6),

‖g(q, x)− g(q, x′)‖ ≤ ‖Dxf(p, u)−Dxf(p̄, x̄)‖‖x− x′‖ ≤ µ‖x− x′‖,

that is l̂ipx(g; (q̄, x̄)) ≤ µ. Thus, the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied and
hence there exist positive constants a′ ≤ α, b′ and c′ ≤ β such that for any q ∈
IBc′(p̄) × IBa′(x̄) the mapping Gp,u(x) = g(q, x) + G(x) is metrically regular at x̄
for g(q, x̄) = f(p, u) +Dxf(p, u)(x̄− u)− f(p̄, x̄) with constant λ and neighborhoods
IBa′(x̄) and IBb′(g(q, x̄)). Now choose positive scalars a, b and c such that

a ≤ a′, c ≤ c′, and La2/2 + Lc+ b ≤ b′. (3.7)

Fix any q = (p, u) ∈ IBc(p̄)× IBa(x̄). Using (3.5) in the standard estimation

‖f(p, u) +Dxf(p, u)(x̄− u)− f(p, x̄)‖ (3.8)

=
∥∥∥∥∫ 1

0

Dxf(p, x̄+ t(u− x̄))(u− x̄)dt−Dxf(p, u)(u− x̄)
∥∥∥∥

≤ L
∫ 1

0

(1− t)dt ‖u− x̄‖2 =
L

2
‖u− x̄‖2,

and applying (3.4) and (3.7), we obtain that, for y ∈ IBb(0),

‖g(q, x̄)− y‖ ≤ ‖f(p, u) +Dxf(p, u)(x̄− u)− f(p̄, x̄)‖+ ‖y‖
≤ ‖f(p, u) +Dxf(p, u)(x̄− u)− f(p, x̄)‖+ ‖f(p, x̄)− f(p̄, x̄)‖+ ‖y‖

≤ L

2
‖u− x̄‖2 + L‖p− p̄‖+ b ≤ La2/2 + Lc+ b ≤ b′.

Thus, IBb(0) ⊂ IBb′(g(q, x̄)) and the proof is complete.
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Theorem 3.2 (convergence under metric regularity). Suppose that the mapping
G defined in (2.11) is metrically regular at x̄ for 0. Then for every

γ >
1
2

reg(G; x̄ |0) · l̂ipx(Dxf ; (p̄, x̄)) (3.9)

there are positive constants ā and c̄ such that, for every p ∈ IBc̄(p̄), u ∈ IBā(x̄)
the set S(p) ∩ IBā/2(x̄) is nonempty and for every s ∈ S(p) ∩ IBā/2(x̄), there exists
a Newton sequence satisfying (3.2) for p with starting point x0 = u and components
x1, . . . , xk, . . . all belonging to IBā(x̄) and which converges quadratically to s; moreover,

‖xk+1 − s‖ ≤ γ‖xk − s‖2 for all k = 0, 1, . . . (3.10)

Proof. Choose γ as in (3.9) and let λ > reg(G; x̄ |0) and L > l̂ipx(Dxf ; (p̄, x̄)) be
such that

γ >
1
2
λL. (3.11)

According to Corollary 3.1 there exist positive a and c such that

d(x, G−1
p,u(0)) ≤ λd(0, Gp,u(x)) for every u, x ∈ IBa(x̄), p ∈ IBc(p̄).

The Aubin property of the mapping S established in Theorem 2.3 implies that for any
d > lip(S; p̄ | x̄) there exists c′ > 0 such that x̄ ∈ S(p) +d‖p− p̄‖IB for any p ∈ IBc′(p̄).
Then

S(p) ∩ IBd‖p−p̄‖(x̄) 6= ∅ for p ∈ IBc′(p̄).

We choose next positive constants ā and c̄ such that the following inequalities are
satisfied:

ā < a, c̄ < min{ ā
2d
, c, c′} and

9
2
γā ≤ 1. (3.12)

Then for every p ∈ IBc̄(p̄) the set S(p) ∩ IB ā
2
(x̄) is nonempty. Moreover, for every

s ∈ S(p) ∩ IB ā
2
(x̄) and u ∈ IBā(x̄) we have

d(s, G−1
p,u(0)) ≤ λd(0, Gp,u(s)). (3.13)

Fix arbitrary p ∈ IBc̄(p̄), s ∈ S(p) ∩ IB ā
2
(x̄) and u ∈ IBā(x̄). In the next lines we

will show the existence of x1 such that

Gp,u(x1) 3 0, ‖x1 − s‖ ≤ γ‖u− s‖2 and x1 ∈ IBā(x̄). (3.14)

If d(0, Gp,u(s)) = 0 we set x1 = s. Since F is closed-valued, (3.13) implies the first
relation in (3.14), while the second one is obvious and the third one follows from
s ∈ IB ā

2
(x̄).

If d(0, Gp,u(s)) > 0, then from (3.11),

d(s, G−1
p,u(0)) ≤ λd(0, Gp,u(s)) <

2γ
L
d(0, Gp,u(s)).
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and hence there exists x1 ∈ G−1
p,u(0) such that

‖s− x1‖ ≤
2γ
L
d(0, Gp,u(s)). (3.15)

Since f(p, s) + F (s) 3 0 we can estimate, as in (3.8),

d(0, Gp,u(s)) ≤ ‖f(p, u) +Dxf(p, u)(s− u)− f(p, s)‖ ≤ L

2
‖u− s‖2.

Then (3.15) implies the inequality in (3.14). To complete the proof of (3.14) we
estimate

‖x1 − x̄‖ ≤ ‖x1 − s‖+ ‖s− x̄‖ ≤ γ‖u− s‖2 +
ā

2
≤ γ

(
3
2
ā

)2

+
ā

2
≤ γ 9

4
ā2 +

ā

2
≤ ā,

where we use (3.12).
Due to the inequality in (3.14), the same argument can be applied with u = x1,

to obtain the existence of x2 such that ‖x2 − s‖ ≤ γ‖x1 − s‖2, and in the same way
we get the existence of xk satisfying (3.10) for all k.

Finally, noting that, from the third inequality in (3.12),

θ := γ‖u− s‖ ≤ γ(‖u− x̄‖+ ‖s− x̄‖) ≤ γ(ā+
ā

2
) < 1,

using (3.10) we obtain

‖xk+1 − s‖ ≤ θ2k−1‖u− s‖

and therefore the sequence {x1, . . . , xk, . . .} is convergent to s with quadratic rate as
in (3.10). This completes the proof.

4. A Lyusternik-Graves theorem for Newton’s method. In this section
we present a Lyusternik-Graves type theorem connecting the metric regularity of the
linearized mapping (2.11) and a mapping whose values are the sets of all convergent
sequences generated by Newton’s method (3.2). This result shows that Newton’s it-
eration is, roughly, as “stable” as the mapping of the inclusion to be solved. Such
a conclusion may have important implication in the analysis of the effect of various
errors, including the errors of approximations of the problem in hand, on the com-
plexity of the method. We shall not go into this further in the current paper, only
noting that the idea to consider “sequential open mapping theorems” may be applied
to other classes of iterative methods.

We start with a preliminary result that extends in certain way the main step in
the proof of Theorem 3.2.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that the mapping G defined in (2.11) is metrically regular
at x̄ for 0 and let γ, γ1 and γ2 be positive constants such that

γ >
1
2

reg(G; x̄ |0) · l̂ipx(Dxf ; (p̄, x̄)), γ1 > reg(G; x̄ |0) · ‖Dpf(p̄, x̄)‖,

and

γ2 > reg(G; x̄ |0) · lip(Dxf ; (p̄, x̄)).
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Then there exist positive α and ζ such that for every p, p′ ∈ IBζ(p̄), u, u′ ∈ IBα(x̄)
and x ∈ G−1

p,u(0) ∩ IBα(x̄) there exists x′ ∈ G−1
p′,u′(0) satisfying

‖x− x′‖ ≤ γ‖u− u′‖2 + γ1‖p− p′‖+ γ2(‖p− p′‖+ ‖u− u′‖)‖x− u‖. (4.1)

Proof. Let λ′ > λ > reg(G; x̄ |0), L > l̂ipx(Dxf ; (p̄, x̄)), L1 > ‖Dpf(p̄, x̄)‖ =
l̂ipp(f ; (p̄, x̄)) and L2 > lip(Dxf ; (p̄, x̄)) be such that

γ >
λ′

2
L, γ1 > λ′L1, γ2 > λ′L2. (4.2)

Now we chose positive α and ζ which are smaller than the numbers a and c in the
claim of Corollary 3.1 corresponding to λ and such that Dxf is Lipschitz with respect
to x ∈ IBα(x̄) with constant L uniformly in p ∈ IBζ(p̄), f is Lipschitz with constant
L1 with respect to p ∈ IBζ(p̄) uniformly in x ∈ IBα(x̄), and Dx is Lipschitz with
constant L2 in IBζ(p̄)× IBα(x̄).

Let p, p′, u, u′, x be as in the statement of the lemma. If d(0, Gp′,u′(x)) = 0 by
the closedness of G−1

p′,u′(0) we obtain that x ∈ G−1
p′,u′(0) and there is nothing more to

prove. If not, then, from Corollary 3.1 we get

d(x,G−1
p′,u′(0)) ≤ λd(0, Gp′,u′(x)),

hence there exists x′ ∈ G−1
p′,u′(0) such that

‖x− x′‖ ≤ λ′d(0, Gp′,u′(x)). (4.3)

Let us estimate the right-hand side of (4.3). Since we have

0 ∈ Gp,u(x) = f(p, u) +Dxf(p, u)(x− u) + F (x)
= Gp′,u′(x) + f(p, u) +Dxf(p, u)(x− u)− f(p′, u′)−Dxf(p′, u′)(x− u′),

the relation (4.3) implies

‖x− x′‖ ≤ λ′‖f(p, u) +Dxf(p, u)(x− u)− f(p′, u′)−Dxf(p′, u′)(x− u′)‖.

By the choice of the constants γ, γ1 and γ2 and using an estimation analogous to (3.8)
we obtain

‖x− x′‖ ≤ λ′ [‖f(p′, u) +Dxf(p′, u′)(x− u)− f(p′, u′)−Dxf(p′, u′)(x− u′)‖
+ L1‖p− p′‖+ L2(‖p− p′‖+ ‖u− u′‖)‖x− u‖]

≤ λ′‖f(p′, u) +Dxf(p′, u′)(u′ − u)− f(p′, u′)‖
+ γ1‖p− p′‖+ γ2(‖p− p′‖+ ‖u− u′‖)‖x− u‖

≤ γ‖u− u′‖2 + γ1‖p− p′‖+ γ2(‖p− p′‖+ ‖u− u′‖)‖x− u‖.

This completes the proof.
We are now ready to present the main result of this paper. For that purpose we

first define a mapping acting from the value of the parameter and the starting point
to the set of all sequences generated by Newton’s method (3.2).
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Let cl∞(X) be the linear space of all infinite sequences ξ = {x1, x2, . . . , xk, . . .}
with elements xk ∈ X, k = 1, 2, . . . , that are convergent to some point x ∈ X. We
equip this set with the supremum norm

‖ξ‖∞ = sup
k≥1
‖xk‖

which makes it a linear normed space.
Define the mapping Ξ : P ×X ⇒ cl∞(X) as follows:

Ξ : (p, u) 7→
{
ξ = {x1, x2, . . .} ∈ cl∞(X) | ξ is such that

f(p, xk) +Dxf(p, xk)(xk+1 − xk) + F (xk+1) 3 0

for every k = 0, 1, . . ., with x0 = u

}
.

(4.4)

By using the notation in (3.3), we can define equivalently Ξ as

Ξ : (p, u) 7→ {ξ ∈ cl∞(X) | x0 = u and Gp,xk
(xk+1) 3 0 for every k = 0, 1, . . . } .

Note that if s ∈ S(p) then the constant sequence {s, . . . , s, . . .} belongs to Ξ(p, s).
Also note that if ξ ∈ Ξ(p, u) for some (p, u) close enough to (p̄, x̄), then by definition
ξ is convergent and since F has closed graph its limit is a solution of (2.9) for p.
Denote ξ̄ = {x̄, . . . , x̄, . . .}; then ξ̄ ∈ Ξ(p̄, x̄). Our main result presented next is stated
in two ways: the first exhibits the qualitative side of it while the second one gives
quantitative estimates.

Theorem 4.2 (Lyusternik-Graves for Newton’s method). If the mapping G
defined in (2.11) is metrically regular at x̄ for 0 then the mapping Ξ defined in (4.4)
has the partial Aubin property with respect to p uniformly in x at (p̄, x̄) for ξ̄. If the
function f satisfies the ample parameterization condition (2.12), then the converse
implication holds as well: if the mapping Ξ has the partial Aubin property with respect
to p uniformly in x at (p̄, x̄) for ξ̄, then the mapping G is metrically regular at x̄ for
0.

In fact, we have the following stronger statement: if the mapping G defined in
(2.11) is metrically regular at x̄ for 0 then the mapping Ξ has the Aubin property in
both p and u at (p̄, x̄) for ξ̄, with

l̂ipu(Ξ; (p̄, x̄) | ξ̄) = 0 and l̂ipp(Ξ; (p̄, x̄) | ξ̄) ≤ reg(G; x̄ |0) · ‖Dpf(p̄, x̄)‖. (4.5)

If the function f satisfies the ample parameterization condition (2.12), then

reg(G; x̄ |0) ≤ l̂ipp(Ξ; (p̄, x̄) | ξ̄) · ‖Dpf(p̄, x̄)−1‖−,

and in effect, the first relation in (4.5) holds as well provided that l̂ipp(Ξ; (p̄, x̄) | ξ̄) <
∞.

Proof. Fix γ, γ1, γ2 as in Lemma 4.1 and let α, ζ be the corresponding constants
from Lemma 4.1, while ā and c̄ are the constants from Theorem 3.2. Choose positive
reals ε and d satisfying the inequalities

ε ≤ ā

2
, ε ≤ α, τ := 2(γ + γ2)ε <

1
8
, (4.6)

d ≤ c̄, d ≤ ζ, 1
1− τ

(γ1 + τ)d <
ε

8
, (4.7)

e(S(p) ∩ IBε/2(x̄), S(p′)) < γ1‖p− p′‖ for p, p′ ∈ IBd(p̄), p 6= p′. (4.8)
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The existence of ε and d such that the last relation (4.8) holds is implied by the Aubin
property of S claimed in Theorem 2.3.

Let p, p′ ∈ IBd(p̄), u, u′ ∈ IBε(x̄), and ξ = {x1, x2, . . . } ∈ Ξ(p, u)∩ IBε/2(ξ̄). Then
ξ is convergent and its limit is an element of S(p). Let

δk := τk‖u− u′‖+
1− τk

1− τ
(γ1 + τ)‖p− p′‖, k = 0, 1, . . . .

The last inequalities in (4.6) and (4.7) imply δk < ε/2.
First we define a sequence ξ′ = {x′1, x′2, . . . } ∈ Ξ(p′, u′) with the additional prop-

erty that

‖xk − x′k‖ ≤ δk, ‖x′k − x̄‖ ≤ ε. (4.9)

Since p, p′ ∈ IBd(p̄) ⊂ IBζ(p̄), u, u′, x1 ∈ IBε(x̄) ⊂ IBα(x̄) and x1 ∈ G−1
p,u(0), according

to Lemma 4.1 there exists x′1 ∈ G−1
p′,u′(0) such that

‖x1 − x′1‖ ≤ γ‖u− u′‖2 + γ1‖p− p′‖+ γ2(‖p− p′‖+ ‖u− u′‖)‖u− x1‖.

Using (4.6) and (4.7) we obtain

‖x1 − x′1‖ ≤ 2γε‖u− u′‖+ γ1‖p− p′‖+ γ2(‖p− p′‖+ ‖u− u′‖)2ε
≤ τ‖u− u′‖+ (γ1 + τ)‖p− p′‖ = δ1.

In addition we have

‖x′1 − x̄‖ ≤ ‖x′1 − x1‖+ ‖x1 − x̄‖ ≤ δ1 +
ε

2
≤ ε. (4.10)

Now assume that x′k is already defined so that (4.9) holds. Applying Lemma 4.1
for p, p′, xk, x′k and xk+1 ∈ G−1

p,xk
(0)∩IBε/2(x̄) (instead of (p, p′, u, u′, x1)) we obtain

that there exists x′k+1 ∈ G
−1
p′,x′k

(0) such that

‖xk+1 − x′k+1‖ ≤ γ‖xk − x′k‖2 + γ1‖p− p′‖+ γ2(‖p− p′‖+ ‖xk − x′k‖)‖xk − xk+1‖.

In the same way as above we estimate

‖xk+1 − x′k+1‖ ≤ 2γε‖xk − x′k‖+ γ1‖p− p′‖+ γ2(‖p− p′‖+ ‖xk − x′k‖)2ε
≤ 2(γ + γ2)ε‖xk − x′k‖+ (γ1 + 2γ2ε)‖p− p′‖
≤ τδk + (γ1 + τ)‖p− p′‖

≤ τ
(
τk‖u− u′‖+

1− τk

1− τ
(γ1 + τ)‖p− p′‖

)
+ (γ1 + τ)‖p− p′‖

= τk+1‖u− u′‖+
1− τk+1

1− τ
(γ1 + τ)‖p− p′‖ = δk+1.

To complete the inductive definition of the sequence it remains to note that ‖x′k+1 −
x̄‖ ≤ ε follows from the last estimate in exactly the same way as in (4.10).

Since the sequence ξ is convergent to some s ∈ S(p), there exists a natural number
N such that

‖xk − s‖ ≤ τ(‖u− u′‖+ ‖p− p′‖) for all k ≥ N.
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We will now take the finite sequence x′1, . . . , x
′
N and extend it to a sequence

ξ′ ∈ Ξ(p′, u′). If p = p′ take s′ = s. If not, the Aubin property of the solution map S
in (4.8) implies that there exists s′ ∈ S(p′) such that ‖s′ − s‖ ≤ γ1‖p− p′‖. We also
have

‖s′ − x̄‖ ≤ ‖s′ − s‖+ ‖s− x̄‖ ≤ γ1‖p− p′‖+ ε/2 ≤ 2dγ1 + ε/2 < ā/2,

by (4.6) and (4.7). Thus, for k > N we can define x′k by using Theorem 3.2 as a
Newton sequence for p′ and initial point x′N , quadratically convergent to s′. Observe
that p′ ∈ IBd(p̄) ⊂ IBc̄(p̄) and x′N ∈ IBā(x̄) by the second inequality in (4.9) and since
ε < ā/2 as assumed in (4.6). Using (4.6) and (4.7) we also have

‖x′N − s′‖ ≤ ‖x′N − xN‖+ ‖xN − s‖+ ‖s− s′‖
≤ δN + τ(‖u− u′‖+ ‖p− p′‖) + γ1‖p− p′‖

≤ 2τ‖u− u′‖+
(
γ1 + τ

1− τ
+ γ1 + τ

)
‖p− p′‖ (4.11)

≤ 1
4

2ε+
ε

4
+
ε

4
= ε.

According to Theorem 3.2 there is a sequence x′N+1, . . . , x
′
k, . . . such that

‖x′k+1 − s′‖ ≤ γ‖x′k − s′‖2 for all k ≥ N. (4.12)

Then, for k > N,

‖x′k − s′‖ ≤ γ2k−N−1‖x′N − s′‖2
k−N

≤ γ2k−N−1ε2k−N

≤ ε,

where we apply (4.11) and that γε ≤ 1/4 due to (4.6). Therefore, using this last
estimate in (4.12), we get

‖x′k+1 − s′‖ ≤ γε‖x′k − s′‖ for all k ≥ N. (4.13)

Recalling that γε ≤ 1
4 due to (4.6), we have

‖x′k − s′‖ ≤ γε‖x′N − s′‖ for all k > N.

Using (4.11) we obtain that for k ≥ N + 1

‖xk − x′k‖ ≤ ‖xk − s‖+ ‖s− s′‖+ ‖s′ − x′k‖
≤ τ(‖u− u′‖+ ‖p− p′‖) + γ1‖p− p′‖+ εγ‖x′N − s′‖

≤ (τ + 2τεγ)‖u− u′‖+
[
τ + γ1 + εγ

(
γ1 + τ

1− τ
+ γ1 + τ

)]
‖p− p′‖.(4.14)

The last expression is clearly greater than δk for any k ≥ 1, hence we obtain that
the same estimate holds also for k ≤ N since for such k we have (4.9). Thus the
distance d(ξ,Ξ(p′, u′)) is also bounded by the expression in (4.14). This holds for
every p, p′ ∈ IBd(p̄), u, u′ ∈ IBε(x̄) and every ξ ∈ Ξ(p, u) ∩ IBε/2(ξ̄) and ε is arbi-
trarily small. Observe that when ε is small, then τ is also small, hence the constant
multiplying ‖u − u′‖ is arbitrarily close to zero, and that the constant multiplying
‖p − p′‖ is arbitrarily close to γ1. This yields (4.5) and completes the proof of the
first part of the theorem.
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Now, let the ample parameterization condition (2.12) be satisfied. Let κ, c and a
be positive constants such that

e(Ξ(p, u) ∩ Ω,Ξ(p′, u)) ≤ κ‖p− p′‖ whenever p, p′ ∈ IBc(p̄), u ∈ IBa(x̄),

where Ω is a neighborhood of ξ̄. Make a smaller if necessary so that IBa(ξ̄) ⊂ Ω
and then take c smaller so that κc < a/2. Since gphF is closed, it follows that for
any p ∈ IBc(p̄) and any sequence with components xk ∈ IBa(x̄) convergent to x and
satisfying

f(p, xk) +Dxf(p, xk)(xk+1 − xk) + F (xk+1) 3 0 for all k = 1, 2, . . . , (4.15)

one has f(p, x) + F (x) 3 0, that is, x ∈ S(p).
We will prove that S has the Aubin property at p̄ for x̄, and then we will apply

Theorem 2.3 to show the metric regularity of G at x̄ for 0. Pick p, p′ ∈ IBc/2(p̄) with
p 6= p′ and x ∈ S(p)∩IBa/2(x̄) (if there is no such x we are done). Let χ := {x, x, . . .}.
Since ‖χ− ξ̄‖∞ = ‖x− x̄‖ ≤ a/2, we have χ ∈ Ξ(p, x) ∩ Ω. Hence

d(χ,Ξ(p′, x)) ≤ κ‖p− p′‖.

Take ε > 0 such that (κ+ ε)c ≤ a/2. Then there is some Ψ ∈ Ξ(p′, x) such that

‖χ−Ψ‖∞ ≤ (κ+ ε)‖p− p′‖,

with Ψ = {x′1, x′2, . . .} and x′k → x′ ∈ X. For all k we have

‖x′k − x̄‖ ≤ ‖x′k − x‖+ ‖x− x̄‖ ≤ ‖Ψ− χ‖∞ + a/2 ≤ (κ+ ε)c+ a/2 ≤ a.

Hence from (4.15) we obtain x′ ∈ S(p′) ∩ IBa(x̄). Moreover,

‖x−x′‖ ≤ ‖x−x′k‖+‖x′k−x′‖ ≤ ‖χ−Ψ‖∞+‖x′k−x′‖ ≤ (κ+ε)‖p−p′‖+‖x′k−x′‖.

Making k →∞, we get ‖x− x′‖ ≤ (κ+ ε)‖p− p′‖. Thus,

d(x, S(p′)) ≤ ‖x− x′‖ ≤ (κ+ ε)‖p− p′‖.

Taking ε ↓ 0, we have the Aubin property of S at p̄ for x̄ with constant κ, as claimed.
From Theorem 2.3, G is metrically regular at x̄ for 0 with

reg(G; x̄ |0) ≤ κ‖Dpf(p̄, x̄)−1‖−.

Since κ can be taken arbitrarily close to l̂ipp(Ξ; (p̄, x̄) | ξ̄), we obtain the desired result.

To shed more light on the kind of result we just proved, consider the special case
when f(p, x) has the form f(x)− p and take, for simplicity, p̄ = 0. Then the Newton
iteration (3.2) becomes

f(xk) +Df(xk)(xk+1 − xk) + F (xk+1) 3 p, for k = 0, 1, . . . ,

where the ample parameterization condition (2.12) holds automatically. As in (3.3),
let

X 3 x 7→ Gu(x) = f(u) +Df(u)(x− u) + F (x), for u ∈ X.
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and define the mapping Γ : cl∞(X) ⇒ X × P as

Γ : ξ 7→
{(

u
p

)
| u = x0 and Gxk

(xk+1) 3 p for every k = 0, 1, . . .
}
. (4.16)

Then Theorem 4.2 becomes the following characterization result:
Corollary 4.3 (A symmetric Lyusternik-Graves for Newton’s method). The

following are equivalent:
(i) The mapping G = f(x̄)+Df(x̄)(·− x̄)+F , or equivalently, the mapping f +F ,

is metrically regular at x̄ for 0;
(ii) The mapping Γ defined in (4.16) is metrically regular at ξ̄ for (x̄, 0).

Next comes a statement similar to Theorem 4.2 for the case when the mappingG is
strongly metrically regular. This case was considered in Dontchev and Rockafellar [6],
see also Theorems 6D.2 and 6D.3 in [7], where a sequential implicit function theorem
was established for Newton’s method. Here, we complement these results by adding
the ample parameterization case and drop one of the assumption in [7, Theorem 6D.3]
that turns out to be superfluous.

To introduce the strong metric regularity property, we utilize the notion of graph-
ical localization. A graphical localization of a mapping S : X ⇒ Y at (x̄, ȳ) ∈ gphS
is a mapping S̃ : X ⇒ Y such that gph S̃ = (U ×V )∩ gphS for some neighborhood
U ×V of (x̄, ȳ). Then we say that a mapping S : X ⇒ Y is strongly metrically regular
at x̄ for ȳ if the metric regularity condition in Definition 1.1 is satisfied by some κ
and neighborhoods U of x̄ and V of ȳ and, in addition, the graphical localization of
S−1 with respect to U and V is single-valued. Equivalently, the graphical localization
V 3 y 7→ S−1(y) ∩ U is a Lipschitz continuous function whose Lipschitz constant
equals κ.

Theorem 4.4. Suppose that the mapping G defined in (2.11) is strongly metri-
cally regular at x̄ for 0. Then the mapping Ξ in (4.4) has a Lipschitz single-valued
localization ξ at (p̄, x̄) for ξ̄, with

l̂ipu(ξ; (p̄, x̄)) = 0 and l̂ipp(ξ; (p̄, x̄)) ≤ reg(G; x̄ |0) · l̂ipp(f ; (p̄, x̄)). (4.17)

Moreover, for (p, u) close to (p̄, x̄), ξ(p, u) is a quadratically convergent sequence to a
locally unique solution. Also, the same conclusion holds if we replace the space cl∞(X)
in the definition of Ξ by the space of all sequences with elements in X, not necessarily
convergent, equipped with the l∞(X) norm.

If the function f satisfies the ample parameterization condition (2.12), then the
converse implication holds as well: the mapping G is strongly metrically regular at x̄
for 0 provided that Ξ has a Lipschitz continuous single-valued localization ξ at (p̄, x̄)
for ξ̄.

Proof. Assume that the mapping G is strongly metrically regular at x̄ for 0. Then
the solution mapping S is strongly metrically regular, see e.g. [7, Theorem 5F.4].
Consider the mapping Ξ̂ defined in the same way as Ξ in (4.4) but with cl∞(X)
replaced by l∞; in other words, we now do not require that the sequences in the image
of the mapping be convergent. Observe that Ξ(p, u) ⊂ Ξ̂(p, u) for all (p, u) ∈ P ×X.
According to Theorem 3.1 in [6], see also [7, Theorem 6D.2], the mapping Ξ̂ has
a single valued graphical localization ξ at (p̄, x̄) for ξ̄ satisfying (4.17). Moreover,
from Theorem 3.2, for (p, u) close to (p̄, x̄), the values ξ(p, u) of this localization are
quadratically convergent sequences to the locally unique solution x(p). Thus, any
graphical localization of the mapping Ξ̂ with sufficiently small neighborhoods agrees
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with the corresponding graphical localization of the mapping Ξ defined in (4.4), which
gives us the first claim of the theorem.

Assume that the ample parameterization condition (2.12) holds and let Ξ have a
Lipschitz localization ξ at (p̄, x̄) for ξ̄; that is, (p, u) 7→ Ξ(p, u) ∩ IBβ(ξ̄) is a singleton
ξ(p, x) for any p ∈ IBα(p̄) and u ∈ IBα(x̄). Then in particular, Ξ has the Aubin
property with respect to p uniformly in x at (p̄, x̄) for ξ̄ and hence, by Theorem 4.2,
G is metrically regular at x̄ for 0. Take ā in (3.12) smaller if necessary so that ā ≤ β.
Since by Theorem 2.3 the solution mapping S has the Aubin property at p̄ for x̄, it
remains to show that S is locally nowhere multivalued.

Take a := min{ā/2, α, β} and c := min{c̄, α} and let p ∈ IBc(p̄) and x, x′ ∈
S(p) ∩ IBa(x̄), x 6= x′. Clearly, {x, x, . . .} = Ξ(p, x) ∩ IBβ(ξ̄) = ξ(p, x). Further,
according to Theorem 3.2 there exists a Newton sequence ξ′ for p starting again from x
and each element of which is in IBā(x̄), which converges to x′, thus ξ′ ∈ Ξ(p, x)∩IBβ(ξ̄).
But this contradicts the assumption that Ξ(p, x) ∩ IBβ(ξ̄) is a singleton. Thus, S
is has a single-valued graphical localization at p̄ for x̄ and by its Aubin property,
this localization is Lipschitz continuous, see [7, Proposition 3G.1] whose extension
to Banach spaces is straightforward. It remains to apply [7, Theorem 5F.5], which
asserts that the latter property is equivalent to the strong metric regularity of G at x̄
for 0.

5. Inexact Newton method and application to optimal control. In this
section we focus on the following modification of Newton’s method (3.2):

f(xk) +Df(xk)(xk+1 − xk) + F (xk+1) 3 pk, for k = 0, 1, . . . , (5.1)

with a given starting point x0, where now the parameter may change from iteration
to iteration but does not appear in the function f . (A more general case where f
depends on pk could be considered but we shall not deal here with this extension.)
Here the term pk can be regarded as an error and in that case (5.1) can be interpreted
as an inexact version of Newton’s method, see [12] for background. We consider the
sequence π = {pk} as an element of l∞(P ).

Theorem 5.1 (convergence of inexact Newton’s method). Suppose that the map-
ping f +F is metrically regular at x̄ for 0 or, equivalently, according to Corollary 2.4,
the mapping

x 7→ G(x) := f(x̄) +Df(x̄)(x− x̄) + F (x) (5.2)

is metrically regular at x̄ for 0. Consider inexact Newton’s method (5.1). Then there
exist positive constants a and c such that:
(i) for any sequence π = {pk} which is linearly convergent to zero in the way that
‖pk‖ ≤ cθk, k = 0, 1, . . . for some θ ∈ (0, 1), and for any x0 ∈ IBa(x̄) there exists a
sequence {xk} starting from x0 and generated by (5.1) for π which is linearly conver-
gent to x̄;
(ii) for any sequence π = {pk} which is quadratically convergent to zero in a way that
‖pk‖ ≤ γθ2k−1, k = 0, 1, . . . for some θ ∈ (0, 1) and γ > 0 and for any x0 ∈ IBa(x̄)
there exists a sequence {xk} starting from x0 and generated by (5.1) for π which is
quadratically convergent to x̄.

Proof. We use the idea of the proof of Theorem 3.2. Choose λ > reg(G; x̄ |0)
and L > lip(Df ; x̄). Then according to Corollary 3.1 for the mapping Gu(x) :=
f(u) +Df(u)(x− u) + F (x) there exist positive a and c such that

d(x, G−1
u (p)) ≤ λd(p,Gu(x)) for every u, x ∈ IBa(x̄), p ∈ IBc(0).
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Make a and c smaller if necessary so that

a ≤ 1
λL

and λc ≤ a

2
. (5.3)

Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we fix u ∈ IBa(x̄) and p0 ∈ IBc(0) and
find x1 such that

‖x1 − x̄‖ ≤ λd(p0, Gu(x̄)) ≤ λL

2
‖u− x̄‖2 + λ‖p0‖. (5.4)

From (5.3), x1 ∈ IBa(x̄) and also ρ := λLa/2 < 1. Hence

‖x1 − x̄‖ ≤ ρ‖u− x̄‖+ λ‖p0‖.

By induction, we get

‖xk+1 − x̄‖ ≤ ρ‖xk − x̄‖+ λ‖pk‖ for all k,

which gives us

‖xk − x̄‖ ≤ ρk‖u− x̄‖+ λ

k∑
i=1

ρk−i‖pi−1‖.

We now consider separately the cases (i) and (ii).
(i) If ‖pk‖ ≤ cθk for some θ ∈ (0, 1) then for some c, γ and γ′ with max{ρ, θ} :=

γ′ < γ < 1 we have

‖xk − x̄‖ ≤ γk‖u− x̄‖+ λcγk−1
∞∑
i=1

(
γ′

γ

)i
≤ c′γk,

that is, {xk} converges linearly to x̄.
(ii) Let π be quadratically convergent as described in the statement of the theo-

rem. Take η > 0 such that

(λ+ η)2θ

η2
< 1.

Then decrease, if necessary, the constants a and c so that, in addition to (5.3), we
have also

λL

2

(
λL

2
a2 + (λ+ η)c

)
< 1 and (λ+ η)

θ

cη2

λL

2
a2 +

(λ+ η)2θ

η2
< 1. (5.5)

This can be achieved by multiplying the already defined a and c by a sufficiently small
common multiplier.

Since (5.4) holds for any xk+1 in place of x1 and xk in place of u, we have

‖xk+1 − x̄‖ ≤
λL

2
‖xk − x̄‖2 + λ‖pk‖.

Denote ∆k = ‖xk − x̄‖ and αk = cθ2k−1. Then

∆k+1 ≤
λL

2
∆2
k + λαk, αk+1 =

θ

c
α2
k.
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Thus, for ωk = ∆k + ηαk−1, k = 1, 2, . . . we obtain

ωk+1 ≤
λL

2
∆2
k + (λ+ η)αk =

λL

2
∆2
k + (λ+ η)

θ

cη2
(ηαk−1)2,

hence,

ωk+1 ≤ max
{
λL

2
, (λ+ η)

θ

cη2

}
ω2
k.

In order to conclude that {ωk}, and hence {∆k}, is quadratically convergent it is
enough to verify that

max
{
λL

2
, (λ+ η)

θ

cη2

}
ω1 ≤ max

{
λL

2
, (λ+ η)

θ

cη2

}(
λL

2
a2 + (λ+ η)c

)
< 1.

This last inequality is implied by (5.5).
Theorem 5.2 (error in inexact Newton’s method). On the assumption of metric

regularity in Theorem 5.1, there exists a constant d > 0 such that for every τ ∈ (0, 1)
there are positive numbers a and c such that for any sequence π = {pk} with ‖π‖∞ ≤ c,
if {xk} is a sequence generated by (5.1) for π all elements of which are in IBa(x̄), then
there exists a sequence {x̂k} generated by the (exact) Newton’s method with pk = 0
for all k and starting from x0, such that

‖xk − x̂k‖ ≤ d
k−1∑
i=0

τk−i−1‖pi‖ for k = 1, 2, . . . .

In addition, if π are linearly convergent, then a sequence {x̂k} as above exists such
that {x̂k − xk} is linearly convergent to zero. If π are quadratically convergent, then
{x̂k − xk} is quadratically convergent to zero.

Proof. Let γ, γ1, γ2, α and ζ as in Lemma 4.1. Define d := γ1 + 2γ2 and fix
τ ∈ (0, 1). Let a and c be so small that

2a ≤ α, dc

1− τ
≤ a, a ≤ 1, c ≤ ζ, γcd+ 2aγ2 ≤ τ(1− τ). (5.6)

Consider the equation for θ

γcd

1− θ
+ 2aγ2 = θ,

or

−θ2 + (1 + 2aγ2)θ − (γcd+ 2aγ2) = 0.

For θ = 0 the left-hand side of the above equation is clearly negative, while for θ = τ
is positive (using the last inequality in (5.6)). Thus there is a zero θ ∈ (0, τ).

Now construct x̂k using Lemma 4.1, with x̂0 := x0. Skipping some obvious details,
we denote δk := ‖xk − x̂k‖ and ρk := ‖pk‖. Then

δk+1 ≤ γδ2
k + γ1ρk + γ2(ρk + δk)‖xk+1 − xk‖ ≤ (γδk + 2aγ2)δk + dρk, (5.7)

for k = 0, 1, . . . We shall prove inductively that

δk ≤ d
k−1∑
i=0

θk−i−1ρi, for k = 1, 2, . . .
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In particular,

δk ≤ d
∞∑
j=0

θjc ≤ dc

1− θ

and then

‖x̂k − x̄‖ ≤ ‖xk − x̄‖+ δk ≤ a+ δk ≤ a+
dc

1− θ
≤ a+

dc

1− τ
≤ 2a ≤ α.

Obviously δ1 ≤ dρ0. Moreover,

δk+1 ≤
(
γdc

1− θ
+ 2aγ2

)
δk + dρk = θδk + dρk ≤ d

k∑
i=0

θk−iρi,

which completes the proof of the first claim.
If ρk ≤ Cηk for some η ∈ (0, 1) and C > 0, then taking τ ∈ (η, 1) we have

‖xk − x̂k‖ ≤ Cd
k−1∑
i=0

τk−i−1ηi ≤ Cdτk−1
∞∑
i=0

(η
τ

)i
≤ C ′τk.

For the last part, we may assume that ρk ≤ Cη2k−1 and ‖xk − x̄‖ ≤ Cη2k−1 for all k.
Then from (5.7) we obtain

δk+1 ≤ γδ2
k + (γ1 + γ2)ρk + aγ2‖xk+1 − xk‖ ≤ γδ2

k + (γ1 + γ2 + 2aγ2)Cη2k−1.

By a similar argumentation as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we conclude that δk
converges quadratically to zero.

We will present an application of the last theorem to the following optimal control
problem

minimize
∫ 1

0

ϕ(ζ(t), u(t)) dt (5.8)

subject to

ζ̇(t) = g(ζ(t), u(t)), u(t) ∈ U for a.e. t ∈ [0, 1],

ζ ∈W 1,∞
0 (Rn), u ∈ L∞(Rm),

where ϕ : Rn+m → R, g : Rn+m → Rn, U is a convex and closed set in Rm. Here ζ
denotes the state trajectory of the system, u is the control function, L∞(Rm) denotes
the space of essentially bounded and measurable functions with values in Rm and
W 1,∞

0 (Rn) is the space of Lipschitz continuous functions ζ with values in Rn and such
that ζ(0) = 0. We assume that problem (5.8) has a solution (ζ̄, ū) and also that there
exists a closed set ∆ ⊂ Rn×Rm and a δ > 0 with IBδ(ζ̄(t), ū(t)) ⊂ ∆ for almost every
t ∈ [0, 1] so that the functions ϕ and g are twice continuously differentiable in ∆.

Let W 1,∞
1 (Rn) be the space of Lipschitz continuous functions ψ with values in

Rn and such that ψ(1) = 0. In terms of the Hamiltonian

H(ζ, ψ, u) = ϕ(ζ, u) + ψTg(ζ, u),
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it is well known that the first-order necessary conditions for a weak minimum at the
solution (ζ̄, ū) can be expressed in the following way: there exists ψ̄ ∈ W 1,∞

1 (Rn),
such that x̄ := (ζ̄, ψ̄, ū) is a solution of a two-point boundary value problem coupled
with a variational inequality of the form ζ̇(t) = g(ζ(t), u(t)), ζ(0) = 0,

ψ̇(t) = −∇ζH(ζ(t), ψ(t), u(t)), ψ(1) = 0,
0 ∈ ∇uH(ζ(t), ψ(t), u(t)) +NU (u(t)), for a.e. t ∈ [0, 1],

(5.9)

where NU (u) is the normal cone to the set U at the point u. Denote X = W 1,∞
0 (Rn)×

W 1,∞
1 (Rn) × L∞(Rm) and Y = L∞(Rn) × L∞(Rn) × L∞(Rm). Further, for x =

(ζ, ψ, u) let

f(x) =

 ζ̇ −∇ψH(ζ(t), ψ(t), u(t))
ψ̇ +∇ζH(ζ(t), ψ(t), u(t))
∇uH(ζ(t), ψ(t), u(t))

 (5.10)

and

F (x) =

 0
0

NU (u)

 , (5.11)

where NU is the set of all L∞ selections of the set-valued mapping t 7→ NU (u(t)) for
t ∈ [0, 1] (this mapping has closed graph). Thus the optimality system (5.9) can be
written as the generalized equation f(x) + F (x) 3 0. The Newton iteration applied
to this system is defined for x = (ζ, ψ, u) as follows1: ζ̇k+1 −∇ψH(xk)−∇2

ψxH(xk)(xk+1 − xk)
ψ̇k+1 +∇ζH(xk) +∇2

ζxH(xk)(xk+1 − xk)
∇uH(xk) +∇2

uxH(xk)(xk+1 − xk)

+

 0
0

NU (uk+1)

 3 0. (5.12)

We will now apply Theorem 5.2 to obtain an a priori estimate for a sequence gen-
erated by an inexact Newton iteration resulting from a discretized (finite-dimensional)
version of (5.12) provided by the Euler scheme. (Theorem 5.1 can be also applied in
this context but we shall not do this here to keep the paper in reasonable length.) For
that purpose we need first to introduce the space of functions that approximate the
solution of (5.9). Let N be a natural number, let h = 1/N be the mesh spacing, and let
ti = ih. Denote by PLN0 (Rn) the space of piecewise linear and continuous functions
ζN over the grid {ti} with values in Rn and such that ζN (0) = 0, by PLN1 (Rn) the
space of piecewise linear and continuous functions ψN over the grid {ti} with values
in Rn and such that ψN (1) = 0, and by PCN (Rm) the space of piecewise constant
and continuous from the right functions over the grid {ti} with values in Rm. Clearly,
PLN0 (Rn) ⊂ W 1,∞

0 (Rn), PLN1 (Rn) ⊂ W 1,∞
1 (Rn) and PCN (Rm) ⊂ L∞(Rm). Then

introduce the products XN = PLN0 (Rn)×PLN1 (Rn)×PCN (Rm) as an approximation
space for the triple (ζ, ψ, u). We identify ζ ∈ PLN0 (Rn) with the vector (ζ0, . . . , ζN )
of its values at the mesh points (and similarly for ψ), and u ∈ PCN (Rm) – with the
vector (u0, . . . , uN−1) of the values of u in the mesh subintervals.

1 We keep the argument x in the appearing derivatives of H, although in fact, ∇ψH and ∇2
ζxH

depend only on ζ and u.
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We introduce now a Newton iterative process with discretization. Let N0 be a
natural number and let u0 ∈ PCN0(Rm) be an initial guess for the control. Let ζ0 and
ψ0 be the corresponding solutions of the Euler discretization with uniform mesh size
h = 1/N0 of the primal and adjoint system in (5.9). Since ζ0 and ψ0 can be viewed
as piecewise linear functions, the initial approximation x0 = (ζ0, ψ0, u0) belongs to
the space XN0 . Inductively, we assume that the k-th iteration xk ∈ XNk has already
been defined, as well as a next mesh size Nk+1 = νkNk, where νk is a natural number;
that is, the current mesh points {tik = i/Nk}i=0,...,Nk

are embedded in the next mesh
{tik+1 = i/Nk+1}i=0,...,Nk+1 . Then, let x = xk+1 = {xik+1}i = {(ζik+1, ψ

i
k+1, u

i
k+1)}i ∈

XN be a solution of the discretized Newton’s method
ζi+1−ζi

hk+1
−∇ψH(xk(tik+1))−∇2

ψxH(xk(tik+1))(xi − xk(tik+1))
ψi−ψi−1

hk+1
+∇ζH(xk(tik+1)) +∇2

ζxH(xk(tik+1))(xi − xk(tik+1))
∇uH(xk(tik+1)) +∇2

uxH(xk(tik+1))(xi − xk(tik+1))


+

 0
0

NU (ui)

 3 0, (5.13)

with ζ0
k+1 = 0, ψNk+1

k+1 = 0, and where hk+1 = 1/Nk+1. The sequence of iterates
{xi}i=0,...,Nk+1 is then embedded into the space XNk+1 by piecewise linear interpo-
lation for the ζ and ψ components, and piecewise constant interpolation for the u
component (so that uk+1(t) = uik+1 on [tik+1, t

i+1
k+1)). We use the same notation xk+1

for the so obtained next iteration belonging to the space XNk+1 . We note that the
iteration (5.13) can be viewed as a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method
to the discretized optimality system.

Theorem 5.3 (a priori estimate). Let the mapping f +F with the specifications
(5.10), (5.11), that is, the mapping of the optimality system (5.9), be metrically regular
at x̄ for 0. Then there exist positive constants C > 0, a > 0 and a natural number
N̄ such that for every sequence Nk = νkN0, with N0 ≥ N̄ , a natural number ν >
1, and for every u0 ∈ PCN0(Rm) ∩ IBa(x̄), if {xk} is a sequence generated by the
discretized Newton’s process (5.13) which is convergent and contained in IBa(x̄), then
there exists a sequence {x̂k} generated by the exact Newton’s method (5.12) applied to
the continuous optimality system (5.9) such that

‖xk − x̂k‖ ≤
C

N0

(
1
ν

)k
for k >

1
N̄
.

Proof. Let xk+1 ∈ XNk+1 be the k+1 iteration of the discretized Newton’s process
(5.13), k ≥ 0 and denote by pk the residual that xk+1 gives when plugged into the
exact Newton’s inclusion (5.12). In order to apply Theorem 5.2 we need to estimate
this residual pk in the space Y = L∞(Rn) × L∞(Rn) × L∞(Rm). Since ζk+1 and
ψk+1 are linear and uk+1 is constant on each subinterval [tik+1, t

i+1
k+1), this amounts to

estimating the expression

∇ψH(xk(t))−∇ψH(xk(tik+1))
+∇2

ψxH(xk(t))(xk+1(t)− xk(t))
−∇2

ψxH(xk(tik+1))(xk+1(tik+1)− xk(tik+1))

and also similar expressions coming from the second and the third row of the mapping
in (5.13). The iteration xk is either the initial one (k = 0) in which case ζk and
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ψk satisfy the Euler discretization of (5.9), or they satisfy the first and the second
equations in (5.13). We have

‖∇ψH(xk(t))−∇ψH(xk(tik+1))

+∇2
ψxH(xk(t))(xk+1(t)− xk(t))−∇2

ψxH(xk(tik+1))(xk+1(tik+1)− xk(tik+1))‖
≤ ‖∇ψH(xk(t))−∇ψH(xk(tik+1))‖

+‖∇2
ψxH(xk(t))−∇2

ψxH(xk(tik+1))‖‖xk+1(t)− xk(t)‖
+‖∇2

ψxH(xk(tik+1))‖‖xk+1(t)− xk(t)− xk+1(tik+1) + xk(tik+1)‖

Noting that both xk+1(t)−xk(t) and ∇2
ψxH(xk(tik+1)) are uniformly bounded, all jars

down to estimating the expression

‖xk+1(t)− xk+1(tik+1)‖+ ‖ − xk(t) + xk(tik+1)‖.

The function uk, being in the ball with radius a around ū in L∞(Rm), is bounded
(uniformly in k). Thus, for an appropriate constant C1 in both cases |ζi+1

k − ζik| ≤
C1hk. Hence,

|ζk(t)− ζk(tik+1)| ≤ C1hk+1 for t ∈ [tik+1, t
i+1
k+1).

The same applies also for ψ. For u we have uk(t) − uk(tik+1) = 0 due to the con-
dition that consequent meshes are embedded. The same argument applies also to
xk+1(t)−xk(tik+1). Hence, ‖pk‖ ≤ C2hk+1 for an appropriate constant C2. By choos-
ing N̄ sufficiently large we can ensure that ‖pk‖ is small enough for k > 1/N̄ , thus
Theorem 5.2 applied with θ = 1/ν gives us the desired result.

Theorem 5.3 can be interpreted as a kind of mesh independence result, saying
roughly that the sequences of the exact and the discretized Newton’s iterates behave
in a similar way, independently on the discretization. For more on this topic but in
a different context involving strong metric regularity, see [5]. For a recent study of
discrete approximations for numerical solution of optimal control problems, see [10].

Finally, we note that we are not aware of any conditions for metric regularity of
the mapping in the optimality system (5.9) that do not imply automatically strong
metric regularity. In our opinion, finding such a condition, or showing that there are
no such conditions for standard problems, is an important problem for future research.
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